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NEWS
Leaked U.N. climate report sees ‘very high risk’ the planet will warm
beyond 1.5 degrees C
A draft UN climate science report contains dire news about the warming of the planet, suggesting it will
likely cross the key marker of 1.5 degrees Celsius, or 2.7 degrees Fahrenheit, of temperature rise in the
2040s, and that this will be exceedingly difﬁcult to avoid. – Washington Post
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A glacier calves icebergs into a fjord off an ice sheet in southeastern Greenland on Aug. 3. (David Goldman/AP)

Solutions: Barcelona’s “superblocks” are an example for the US
Barcelona's innovative “superblocks” program subtracts by closing roads to through-trafﬁc. Ultimately, the
program will close two of every three roads in the city's grid system. Superblocks reduce the vehicle air
pollution that make Barcelona residents more likely to die early from vehicle air pollution than from a car
crash. – Daily Climate

Zvi Leve/Flickr
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New Orleans today is a fortress city, equipped with the best environmental protection it has ever had. Yet
even the system’s creators have conceded that it may not be strong enough. It has been protected for a
1-in-100 year ﬂood – a ﬂood that has 1% chance of occurring in any given year. Meanwhile, climate
change is turning that risk into a 1-in-20 year ﬂood. The Netherlands is protected to a standard of 1 in
10,000 years. – New York Times

The New York Times | Source: Army Corps of Engineers

A new analysis of climate impacts on European cities
A new analysis of climate change across Europe found that under several probable future climate
scenarios, European cities will be hit harder by ﬂoods, droughts, and heat waves than previously
understood. — Quartz

Floods are set to rise in 85% of UK cities that have a river. (Darren Staples/Reuters)
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Before and after ﬂooding maps of major US cities
The research group Climate Central has used data from a paper published in the Proceedings of the US
National Academies of Sciences to create a plug-in for Google Earth that illustrates how catastrophic
extreme sea level rise scenarios would be for major US cities. – Business Insider

New York City Financial District-Extreme sea level rise could devastate Wall Street: Google Earth/Climate Central

US mayors collectively oppose reversal of Clean Power Plan
Mayors from 233 U.S. cities, representing more than 51 million Americans in 46 states and territories,
have released a joint letter voicing their opposition of the Trump administration’s efforts to repeal the
Clean Power Plan, arguing that the reversal would “put our citizens at risk and harm our efforts to address
the urgent threat of climate change.” – Yale Environment 360

A rooftop solar system in Brooklyn installed with support from the U.S. Department of Energy and New York City. DOE
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Solutions: Adaptation to sea level rise in Bangladesh
The documentary ﬁlm “Adaptation Bangladesh: Sea Level Rise” looks at how Bangladeshi farmers are
adapting to rising sea levels and keeping their farms from ﬂooding by building ﬂoating gardens made of
water hyacinth and bamboo. The ﬁlm won the Best Short Film at the New York WILD Film Festival. –
Mongabay

Solutions: Managing wildﬁre risk in Oregon city
Using selective logging and controlled burns, Ashland has reduced ﬁre risk on thousands of acres in the
forested watershed that provides the city’s drinking water. The partnership that made it happen could be a
model for other ﬁre-prone communities. – Newsdeeply

A crew burns slash piles in 2016 that were left behind from logging activity in the watershed that Ashland, Oregon, relies upon for its
municipal drinking water. The work is part of the Ashland Forest Resliency Project.Courtesy City of Ashland

SCIENCE
Politicization of science: how climate change skeptics use experts and
scientific evidence in their online communication
Using the discussion about climate change in the USA as an example, this study analyzes the research
question of how climate change skeptics use experts and scientiﬁc evidence in their online
communication. Two different strategies are distinguished: legitimation and criticism. Results are further
differentiated for different actor types and various types of experts.
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A comparative analysis of climaterisk and extreme eventrelated
impacts on wellbeing and health: policy implications
Compilation of eight examples from industrialized and developing countries to demonstrate the policy
implications of extreme weather effects on health.

Figure 1:Study Countries and regions.

Heat stroke, sunstroke and kidney failure are among main diagnoses
during US heatwaves
The risk of cause-speciﬁc hospitalizations during heat waves was estimated in a national cohort of 23.7
million Medicare enrollees residing in 1943 US counties during 1999-2010. Eleven medical diagnoses had
higher admission risk on heat wave days, with heat stroke and sunstroke having the highest risk
(RR = 22.5, [95% CI 14.9-34.2]). Other diagnoses with elevated risks included ﬂuid and electrolyte
disorders; hypoosmolaltiy and acute kidney failure.
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Heatstroke can be dangerous, according to experts: Getty

Review: More frequent dust storms pose a risk to lung health
The frequency of dust storms has been on the rise during the last decade. The wide variety of infectious
(e.g., inﬂuenza A virus, bacterial pneumonia, meningococcal meningitis) and non-infectious diseases
(e.g., chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, asthma) associated with dust contact are reviewed, along
with molecular mechanisms of dust-induced lung disease for asthma and sarcoidosis.

Dust storm in Sydney Australia (wikimedia commons)
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Perceptions of health professionals and the public the health implications of climate change were
reviewed systematically. Researchers found that health professionals perceived health is affected by
climate change but feel the need to learn more, while the public has little perception of the health impacts
of climate change but appears open to learning more about it.

Review: The effect of climate change on ozone, PM in the US
The researcher reviewed literature on the impacts of climate change on ozone and airborne particles and
human health, since 2013. Emissions of ozone and PM2.5 precursors increase at higher ambient
temperatures. For the USA, the climate impact on ozone is most consistently seen in north-central and
north-eastern states. The sensitivity of anthropogenic PM2.5 to climate is more variable across studies
and regions, however, PM emitted by wildland ﬁres is likely to become an increasing health risk.

Pollution builds up along the U.S. East Coast as it passes from one city to the next, particularly in the Northeast Corridor. This
visualization shows tropospheric column concentrations of nitrogen dioxide as detected by the Ozone Monitoring Instrument on
NASA's Aura satellite, averaged yearly from 20052011. Blue and green denote lower concentrations and orange and red areas
denote higher concentrations, ranging from 1x1015 to 5x1015 molecules per square centimeter, respectively.

An initiative for climate and health in small island states
At the Paris COP a special initiative to protect people living in small island developing states from the
health impacts of climate change was launched, aiming to support local health leaders, gather evidence
on health impacts, strengthen health systems and increase ﬁnancial support for climate and health in
small island states.

Review: Construction workers are at growing risk in a changing
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Construction workers are at an elevated risk of heat stress, due to the strenuous nature of the work, high
temperature work condition, and a changing climate. An increasing number of workers are at risk, as the
industry's growth has been fueled by high demand and vast numbers of immigrant workers entering into
the U.S., the Middle East and Asia to meet the demand. The risk of heat-related illnesses is increased by
the fact that little to no regulations are present and/or enforced to protect these workers.

Worker on construction site

Health risk of indoor overheating in the UK
Indoor overheating is a potentially fatal health hazard that was identiﬁed as an issue requiring urgent
action in the 2017 UK Climate Change Risk Assessment. This review aimed to make research on this
issue more accessible to local public health teams to encourage its inclusion in local strategic needs
assessments. Indoor overheating arises from an interaction between occupants’ susceptibility to heat,
their behavior and the building's location and its characteristics.

Solutions: External shutters reduce heat-related mortality in the UK
Researchers quantify the impact of the Urban Heat Island (UHI) and selected adaptation measures made
to dwellings on temperature exposure and mortality in the West Midlands region of the UK. Results
indicate that the UHI effect accounts for an estimated 21% of mortality. External shutters may reduce heatrelated mortality by 30-60% depending on weather conditions, while shutters in conjunction with energyefﬁcient retroﬁtting may reduce risk by up to 52%.
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